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Parallel Port Digital Storage Oscilloscope
The DSO-2102 series Digital Storage Oscilloscopes connect to your desktop or laptop PC. 
Each of the two channels can operate at up to 100 Million Sa/s with a 32K sample buffer. The 
2102M version includes a Spectrum Analyzer(FFT), Advanced triggering, Pass/Fail testing 
and many measurements.

DSO-2100 series:

100MSa/s (100 Million Samples per second) sampling 
rates Sampling rates of 1KSa/s to 100MSa/s are 
software selectable.
Attaches to your desktop or laptop computer via the 
parallel port.
Portable (about the size of a video tape).
32K deep data buffers.
Advanced triggering.
Autosetup of capture and channel parameters.
50 MHz Spectrum Analyzer/FFT (DSO-2102M).
XY plot.
Color displays.
Waveform math.
Measurements.
Pass/fail testing (DSO-2102M).
Data save/load.
Data export to other programs.
Battery power option.
Software for Win98, WinNT, Win2000, Win95, Win3.1 
and  DOS.
Software libraries(DLL and LabView)
Probe options
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Link instruments are easy to operate and have great data storage and display solutions. 

DSO-2100 series Digital Storage Oscilloscopes:

100 Million Sa/S sampling rates Sampling rates of 1KSa/s to 100MSa/s are software 
selectable.
Attaches to your desktop or laptop computer via the parallel port.
Portable (about the size of a video tape).
32K deep data buffers.
Advanced triggering.
Autosetup of capture and channel parameters.
50 MHz Spectrum Analyzer/FFT (DSO-2102M).
XY plot.
Color displays.
Waveform math.
Measurements.
Pass/fail testing (DSO-2102M).
Data save/load.
Data export to other programs.
Battery power option.
Software for DOS, Windows 3.1,Windows 95 and Windows 98.
Software libraries(DLL and LabView)
Probe options

Link instruments are easy to operate and have great data storage and display solutions. 
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100 Million Sa/s Digital Storage Oscilloscope
The Link DSO-2102s capture single-shot data at 100 MSa/s on two channels simultaneously. The Model 2102 
contains 32k samples per channel buffers. Two high-impedance passive oscilloscope probes are included. 

Simple Operation 
The DSO-2102 instrument runs from your PC you do 
not need to write programs to transfer data or panel 
settings to disk. And you can save and recall set-up 
panels by user-definable DOS name for quick set up 
changes.

Installation is a snap. Make measurements in your first 
half hour. The simple controls make operation 
intuitive. Plus you can select your own default set-up 
to match your personal preferences.

The user controls all functions from one simple 
software "panel." All channels zoom and scroll locked 
together to facilitate accurate channel-to-channel 
timing measurements.

X-Y Plot
An X-Y Plot allows you to graph one channel vs. another. 
You can even graph memory and function channels.

Autosetup
The DSO-2102 series even has Autosetup of all channels. With one mouse click the software will analyze 
incoming data and setup the oscilloscope to capture the data. Rate, Voltage/division, Offset and Trigger level 
will all be set for you. You can then modify any or all of these parameters.
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Triggering
The DSO-2102 series has many triggering options: 

Level trigger with rising or falling slope.
TV Horizontal
TV Vertical
Pulse count (DSO-2102M only). Trigger on the Nth pulse.
Pulse width (DSO-2102M only). Trigger on a pulse of a certain width.
Pulse width + count (DSO-2102M only). Trigger on the Nth pulse of a certain width.

Level trigger
e.g. Trigger on rising edge at 1 volt.

Trigger on pulse width
e.g. Trigger on pulse less than 200ns.

Trigger on pulse count.
e.g. Trigger on third pulse

Width & Count
e.g. Trigger on second pulse less than 200ns
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Deep Acquisition Memory 

Deep acquisition memory maintains fast DSO sample 
rates, even on slow timebase settings. The Link Model 
2102 contains deep 32k-point per channel data buffers on 
each channels to record long data streams. Unlike short 
memory DSOs, the Link DSO-2102 with its 32k point 
data buffers maintains full 0.1% timebase accuracy and 
10 nanosecond sampling resolution on long 327 
microsecond events or data streams. In other words, the 
2102 can accurately capture a 1 kHz signal containing 
up to 50 MHz frequency components, or a 60 Hz signal 
with 1 MHz glitches riding on top. 

Recording TimeSample Rate*
After recording the data, "zoom-and-scroll" simplifies 
troubleshooting and analysis of digital hardware/software 
problems and long analog signals. The display shows the 
entire recorded waveforms. Additionally, the user can 
zoom in (up to 64X) on signal details and scroll through 
long data records to identify and characterize problems. 
The locked all-channel zoom keeps all the analog 
waveforms synchronized. 

327 us100 MSa/s

3.27 ms10 MSa/s

32.7 ms1 MSa/s

327 ms100 KSa/s

3.27 s10 KSa/s

32.7 s1 KSa/s

*More sample rates are available.

The deep memory allows analysis of jitter from the beginning of the record to the end. By zooming/scrolling and 
then measuring with cursors, pulse widths and channel-to-channel timing can be compared at different sections 
of data streams. This feature allows identification of time varying problems such as "power-on" sequences and 
clock jitter.

Automatic Data Storage 
To save time, you can set the 2102M to automatically 
datalog your waveforms to a mass storage device after 
each trigger. Or the data logger can store only 
waveforms meeting specific parameter criteria, such 
as rise times between 20 and 30 ns and pulse widths 
greater than 100 ms.

Data can be stored in our format or in industry 
standard format for exporting to other software.

Superior to most stand-alone instruments, the 
DSO-2102 Series lets you store an unlimited number of 
waveforms, timing patterns, and spectra to floppy drive, 
hard disk, or PCMCIA card. Later, recall the data to the 
screen for visual inspection and comparison to "live" 
data. Or process the stored waveforms through the 
DSO-2102M spectrum analyzer and waveform analysis 
functions. Or use your own software to analyze archived 
waveforms.
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DC to 50 MHz Spectrum Analyzer 

The recording time of any digital oscilloscope creates 
an acquisition window on the signal. FFT spectrum 
analysis works best for transient signals which begin 
and end at zero or for repetitive signals which have an 
integral number of cycles within the acquisition 
window. FFT analysis on other types of signal creates 
artificial spectra not present in the original signal. The 
shorter the recording time or the fewer number of 
spectral bins, the worse the error. Most low-cost FFT 
analyzers use only 512 spectral bins, whereas the 
DSO-2102M offers up to 16384 bins or 32 times 
better accuracy and fewer artifacts! 

To further maximize spectral accuracy, the 
DSO-2102M offers five selectable "windowing" 
functions. These windowing functions include 
Hanning, Hamming, Blackman-Harris, Triangular, 
and Rectangular. Better than other FFT analyzers, 
you can try different windows on your data without 
re-acquiring the signal. 

Vertical range is selectable as either 5, 10, 20, or 50 
dBm/div.

The DSO-2102M also delivers high accuracy spectrum 
analysis. A binary FFT algorithm is used to break the 
input signal down into its spectral components. Unlike 
swept spectrum analyzers which require a stable 
repetitive signal due to filter settling time, the 2102's can 
also analyze transient event spectra. And you can 
control and view both the frequency-domain signal 
spectrum and its time-domain oscilloscope display 
simultaneously. 

The user can select both the DSO-2102M spectrum 
analyzer frequency range and spectral resolution by 
choosing the sample rate and the number of bins. This 
flexibility helps to optimize the spectrum analyzer for a 
particular application. The frequency range extends from 
DC to roughly one half the selected sample rate (Nyquist 
frequency). The operator can select from 64 to 8196 
spectral bins. The frequency range divided by the 
number of spectral bins determines the spectral 
resolution. For audio band applications, a selection of 50 
KSa/s digitizing rate and 8196 spectral bins provides 3 
Hz spectral resolution. Here the 2102M can detect an 
FM error of just 3 Hz. For subsonic applications, the 
2102 can identify 122 microHertz frequency shifts!
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Fast, Accurate Measurements 

Powerful cursors read out a complete 
snap-shot of data on all displayed traces 
simultaneously. Thus the Digital Oscilloscope 
cursors deliver absolute and relative voltages 
and times at the cursor location on each 
waveform. And the Spectrum Analyzer 
cursors read out absolute and relative 
amplitudes (dBm) and frequencies.

More accurate than cursor measurements, the DSO-2102M calculates pulse parameter measurements 
automatically. You can establish limits for these parameter values for PASS/FAIL testing against known good 
criteria. After each test completion, the PASS/FAIL result is displayed. Data can be logged on either a PASS or 
FAIL condition met.

Waveform measurements included with the DSO-2102M

fall time(10..90)
fall time(20..80) 
fall time(user defined) 
fall time(A level to B level) 
frequency
maximum
mean/median
minimum
peak to peak
period
pulse width(positive)
pulse width(negative) 
pulse width(positive, user defined)
pulse width(negative, user defined)
rise time(10..90)
rise time(20..80)
rise time(user defined)
rise time(A level to B level)
rms
rms(AC)    

area
cursor A(time)
cursor A(voltage)
cursor B(time)
cursor B(voltage)
trigger cursor
cursor A -B(time)
cursor A - B(voltage)
cursor A -trigger(time)
cursor B -trigger(time)
cycles
cycles(user defined)
delay
delay(user defined)
delta delay
delta delay(user defined) 
dutycycle(rising)
dutycycle(falling)
dutycycle(rising, user defined)
dutycycle(falling, user defined) 
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Color Display 

Stand-alone oscilloscope display screens represent a 
compromise at best. Few people would choose a 7" or 9" 
monitor as the screen for their PC. So why use a small 
monitor for an oscilloscope and squint to view waveform 
details? Link PC-based instruments let you choose the 
display monitor size and type for viewing your data. Plus, 
you can utilize powerful PC-industry display peripherals 
such as VGA overhead projectors, remote monitors, and 
heads-up displays.

The display screen can be printed on any Windows 
compatible printer from dot matrix to Ink Jet to LaserJet. 
You can even print with a color printer.

You can display any combination of Digital 
Oscilloscope and Spectrum Analyzer traces 
simultaneously. 

Color can be a real time saver. Each display 
element can be a unique color. This includes each 
of the Data channels, Memories, Waveform 
functions, Horizontal cursors, Vertical cursors, 
Trigger position, Text, Background, Grid and more. 
We even color code the cursor measurements to 
the appropriate channel color.

Software
Operating Systems supported:
DOS
Win3.1
Win95
Win98
WinNT
Win2000

The DSO-2102 series comes complete with software for 
DOS, Windows 3.x, Windows 95 and Windows 98.  Software 
for winNT and win2000 are on our website.  The 
Oscilloscopes are PC-based and we regularly upgrade the 
software with more features and support for new operating 
systems. Software updates are available on the website and 
you should feel free to get the latest release of the software.

Software libraries.
Software Libraries:
DOS: C source code library.
Win95/98: DLL library.
Win95/98: Labview VI library.

The DSO-2102 comes with FrontPanel(TM) for DOS, Win 
3.1, Win95, Win98 and Win2000 but if you want to write your 
own software to drive the unit you can buy our optional DLL 
or LabView drivers.

Probes 
Two of these probes are included with the DSO-2102.1x/10x probes(1 meter).

Optional.1x/10x probes(2 meter).

Optional.100x probes(2 meter).

Optional.10x/100x Differential probes.
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The speed of your PC does not significantly affect the performance of our 
instruments.

The DSO-2102 will run just as well on a 80386 as on a 
Pentium III(800MHz).  The DSO connects via the 
parallel port but this is just used as a method of 
transferring the already captured data from the DSO to 
the PC - we don't rely on it transfer 'live' data. The only 
improvement you will see with a faster computer is in 
screen update speed and in post-acquisition calculation 
intensive features such as  FFT's, and even then the 
differences are slight.

Although we rely on the PC to display the data and for 
the user interface.  We don't rely on it for our high 
speed data acquisition.  If your PC is fast enough and 
has enough memory to run windows well it will run our 
products well also. 

The DSO-2102 has high speed samplers and data 
buffers.  It can acquire data at up to 100MSa/s and 
stores the data in it's own 32K/channel buffers.  When 
these buffers are full the data is transferred to the PC.

Upgradeable Processing Speed 
You can achieve almost real-time screen update rates, even on 
processing intensive tasks. For example, 1024 bin (2048 point) 
FFTs update on screen as fast as once every 100 ms (10 times 
per second) when using a 486 DX2 66 MHz PC. Use of the PC as 
the processing engine allows you to match your waveform 
processing requirements at the lowest possible cost.

Screen update rates depend upon your PC 
type and configuration. Operation in a 
386DX 33 MHz or faster PC results in a 
Link instrument that responds almost 
instantly, like an analog oscilloscope, to 
settings changes.

Running the DSO-2102 off batteries.

It's possible to run the DSO-2102 off of a battery pack. 

See DSO-2102 battery packs for more info.

Installation is a snap.
The DSO is about the size of a video tape (7" x 
3.75" x 1.2"). If you need portability what could be 
easier than connecting the DSO to your laptop. 

The DSO-2102 connects to your computer via the parallel 
printer port of your computer. To install the the 
Oscilloscope all you need to do is plug it into your printer 
port and run the install software.
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New Version 2 software
Cursors
    Dashed lines - allow you to see the cursors when overlapped.
    Trigger level indicator - Tickmark or Horizontal trigger level cursor 

Timing window
    Resize and reposition by dragging it.
    Time/division and time/screen displays have been added.
    Hotkeys:
        Ctrl click    zoom in on point clicked
        Shift click     zoom out on point clicked
        Right click    new zoom dialog box with lots of options
    Vertical zoom has been added. (timing menu)
    Line thickness has been added. (timing menu)    
    Split screen has been added. You can now have 1, 2 or 4 grids. 

State window
    Resize and reposition by dragging it.

FFT window
    Resize and reposition by dragging it.
    An auto zoom button that will zoom the data to fit it on the screen.
    The horizontal and vertical axis have been labeled.

Cursor/settings window
    A new window that lets you view/edit cursor positions, view/edit channel settings, view/edit trigger settings and 
see various statistics including time/acquisition.

    The window can be oriented in a vertical or horizontal direction. The software defaults to an automatic mode 
that selects orientation based on screen resolution.
    You can override this in the "view/cursor window" menu.

Measurements
    Easier setup of measurements.

Hot keys
    Ctrl click    zoom in on point clicked (timing display)
    shift click     zoom out on point clicked (timing display)

Zoom
    Ctrl click in timing window    zoom in on point clicked(timing display)
    shift click in timing window     zoom out on point clicked(timing display)
    right click in timing window    new zoom dialog box with lots of options(timing display)
    Vertical zoom has been added. (timing display)

Channel settings
    Easier editing of channel settings. Most can be changed on the cursor window.
    Channel display on/off has been moved to channel dialog.
    Channel color has been moved to channel dialog.

Trigger settings
    Easier editing of trigger settings. Most can be changed on the cursor window.

Window menu
    New menu.
    Tile windows option has been added.
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Specifications

DSO-2102S and DSO-2102M

Input

100MSa/s on each channelMax Sample Rate

2 + External triggerChannels

60 MHzBandwidth

8 bits/channelVertical resolution

20mV to 2V/div @ x1
200mV to 20V/div @ x10
2V to 200V/div @ x100

Gain range (per division)

10 divisionsRange

+/-5 divisionsOffset range

AC, DC, and GroundCoupling

0.04 div incrementsOffset settabillity

1M ohm // 15pFImpedance

+/-50VDC continuous 
+/-150VDC transient (DC+AC <10KHz)

Max input

Dual 8 bitA/D

1x/10x switchable with standard BNC connector. Two probes are included.
100x probes are available as an option.

Probes

Timebase

100MHz ... 1KHz
10ns/div to 10s/div

Rate

+/-0.01%Accuracy

10nsResolution

<1nsChannel skew

Memory size

32K / channelBuffer size

Calibration

Self calibratingOscilloscope

Calibration signal providedProbe
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DSO-2102MDSO-2102S

Trigger 

Rising Edge, Falling Edge
Adjustable level,
TV-H, TV-V
Pulse width, Pulse count,
Pulse width + count

Rising Edge, Falling Edge
Adjustable level,
TV-H, TV-VType

In/Out (software selectable)In/Out (software selectable)External Trigger in/out

YesYesTrigger on rising edge

YesYesTrigger on falling edge

YesNoTrigger on pulse count.

YesNoTrigger on pulse width.

YesNoTrigger on pulse width and 
count.

YesYesTV Horizontal trigger 

YesYesTV Vertical trigger

YesYesTrigger out

Auto, Normal and SingleAuto, Normal and SingleMode

YesYesAutosetup

Rising or FallingRising or FallingSlope

AdjustableAdjustableLevel

10 divisions10 divisionsRange

0.04 div increments0.04 div incrementsSettabillity

DSO-2102MDSO-2102S

Software

YesYesDOS

YesYesWindows 3.1

YesYesWindows 95/98

IncludedOptionalFFT

IncludedIncludedXY Plot

IncludedIncludedMath

IncludedOptionalAdvanced Math

IncludedOptionalPass/fail testing

IncludedOptionalData-logging (based on 
pass/fail test)

IncludedOptionalData-logging (On every 
capture)
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DSO-2102MDSO-2102S

Physical

DSO, probes, communications cable, 
power supply(USA), and software.

An optional international power supply is 
also available.

DSO, probes, communications cable, 
power supply(USA), and software.

An optional international power supply is 
also available.

Included

Parallel PortParallel PortInterface

Two probes are included. They are 
switchable between 1x and 10x.

Two probes are included. They are 
switchable between 1x and 10x.

Probes

2 input and 1 for trigger in/out plus 
calibration.

2 input and 1 for trigger in/out plus 
calibration.

BNC connectors

1A@9V1A@9VPower req.

IncludedIncludedProbes

7" x 3.75" x 1"7" x 3.75" x 1"Dimensions

$650.00(USD)$525.00(USD)Price

DSO-2102S and DSO-2102M

Options

A 110V 60Hz power supply is included with the DSO-2102. We do have an International 
power supply for incompatible systems.(see price list)

International power 
supply

100x probes are available (see price list)100x probes

Spare 1x/10x probes are available (see price list)1x/10x probes

We don't currently sell a battery pack. We do have instructions on "how to make a battery 
pack".

Battery pack

updated 4/17/2000

Link Instruments Inc. 
369 Passaic Ave. #100, 
Fairfield, NJ 07004 USA (973)-808-8990
WWW.LinkInstruments.com 
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